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The Federal Trade Commission has a long history of reviewing mergers between
pharmaceutical manufacturers using an analytical framework that identifies specific product
overlaps between the merging parties, including of drugs in development, and requiring
divestitures of one of those products. This approach addresses significant competitive concerns
in these mergers, 1 but I am concerned that it does not fully capture all of the competitive
consequences of these transactions. 2
The consent decree in this case follows the Commission’s standard approach. It remedies
a serious concern about a drug-level overlap between BMS’s development-stage BMS 986165
(or “TYK2”) and Celgene’s on-market Otezla for the treatment of moderate-to-severe psoriasis.
This is important, and I support the Commission’s effort to remedy this drug-level overlap.
However, I remain concerned that this analytical approach is too narrow. In particular, I believe
the Commission should more broadly consider whether any pharmaceutical merger is likely to
exacerbate anticompetitive conduct by the merged firm or to hinder innovation.
Several recent developments enhance my concerns. Branded drug prices have increased
substantially in recent years, 3 and pharmaceutical merger activity persists at a high pace. 4 The
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high rate of drug company consolidation has coincided with a sea change in the structure of
pharmaceutical research and development; recent studies suggest mergers may inhibit research,
development, or approval in this changing environment. 5 In addition, the pharmaceutical
industry has long been the focus of anticompetitive conduct enforcement by both the
Commission and private litigants, including for practices such as pay-for-delay settlements, 6
sham litigation, 7 and anticompetitive product hopping. 8 We must carefully consider the facts in
each specific merger to understand whether or how it may facilitate anticompetitive conduct, and
therefore be more likely to result in a substantial lessening of competition.
Going forward, I hope the Commission will take a more expansive approach to analyzing
the full range of competitive consequences of pharmaceutical mergers. I urge not only the
Commission, but also researchers and industry experts to think carefully and creatively about
these cases, and in particular to study the effects of recent consummated mergers on drug
research, development, and approval. Outside of merger enforcement, we should also continue to
police aggressively business practices that suppress competition. Indeed, as Commissioner
Chopra and I have explained elsewhere, we should unleash the full scope of our authority under
Section 5 to combat high drug prices. 9
The problem of high drug prices is too important to leave any potential solutions
unexhausted. As a society, we should also consider all other policy interventions that would help
combat high drug prices. 10
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